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Christmas coloring sheets for 1st grade

Dilemma: You've found the perfect wallpaper (or nightstand, curtains, carpets, blankets, or any other statement design element) for your bedroom, but the color doesn't match your current bed. You can try your luck with colors offered from traditional retailers, but you're more likely to end up with an
inappropriate kind of rogue plate than a real aesthetic pulled together. Enter Flaneur. The startup, launched by former Columbia classmates Lu Xiong and Tianjiao Saikhantal Yu in 2015, has joined a growing number of small firms seeking to shake up the bed business (think Boll &amp; Branch and Hill
House Home). Offering its highlights? Sheets that match the color. A few of flaneur's sheet services. Photo: Courtesy of Flaneur Until recently, bedding was a mostly handy purchase decision, allowing very low quality and non-personal products on the market, Yu said. Most bedding is either luxurious but
bleached in color or colorful but of low quality. From day one, we wanted Flaneur to be a premium and modern brand with a personalized component that would make it completely different from anything else on the market. We want customers to stop affecting white bedding as the only way to complete a
well-designed room and instead, express themselves through color. We also feel customers should have a strong voice and emotional connection to the final product they buy. Customers have a few choices: They can choose from several colors with Flaneur's previous name or artist-inspired collections,
pantone shade prescriptions or provide a watch to match customization. The 100% organic Supima cotton bedding is then dyed to order and washed in advance to ensure no bleeding or shrinkage. Using the correct recipes to get the correct nuances, the program opens up virtually limitless possibilities for
bedroom decoration. As such, the founders hope to attract not only discerning consumers, but to designers looking for a new level of specificity. Flaneur offers interior designers a unique, modern and sophisticated outing to customize customers' bedding, Xiong said. This customization service allows the
bedroom design to be more controlled, as the entire color wheel is accessible. For those who may be less decisive, Flaneur offers suggestions and support. Customers who either don't know what color they want or who knows but can't find the perfect shade can work with Flaneur's color experts to find the
perfect shade, says Yu. For example, we had a customer show us a blanket, which is a gift of celebration of craft, and ask them To match the shade with a set of plates, and we were able to do it. It is also a great way for vigilant colors to ease into using darker colors at home. We've seen a good number
of customers repeat, and, interestingly, their decisions become more personal and different from the last, last, Notes. It is not uncommon for customers to start with a neutral color and then gradually move to an edgy, funkier shade such as scarlet, Turkish blue, or coral red. When the possibilities are
endless, it'd be a waste to stick to beige. My scariest day in high school was always the day the nuns came up with the report card. Sure, I'll be filled with Bs and Cs, the profile of a less motivationed student. So it seemed strange that I was eager to get a report card from my employees on the eve of my
first year as editor-in-editor of Fast Company. But I was determined to work on my leadership skills. When I found ImproveNow.com, an anonymous online service that allows employees to send their boss a performance review, I immediately buy in. Getting a quick bottom-up rating for $9.95 per person
seems like a bargain to me, whether you're an executive or a team leader. There is another advantage to this test as well: These results will not end up in a computer file in the human services department. They are for you and you alone. If you accept them in a spirit of constructive criticism, you can use
the results to make your co-working environment happier, more productive and more complete for everyone, ImproveNow.com CEO and executive coach James Povec explains. Or that's the theory, anyway. All told, I asked 11 employees to answer 60 questions in 12 different categories 2 2015 2015 by
experts in organizational and professional development. They range from evaluating my ability to create trust to my skills to invented the future, i.e., creating an inspiring vision of what comes next. In the category of exploiting moments of truth, my team members were asked, Is your boss open and
supportive when you have to inform him of errors or problems with your work? and Does your boss see the problem as opportunity rather than an embarrassment or discomfort? Obviously, some of these questions are the right goal. Others mean less, at least to me. I got one of my lowest points, a D+, in
response to is your boss training you to do his job? I'm still kind of new here, thank you, so my priority is not to develop team members as successors, but to get the product right. The first time I logged on to see my score, I had that feeling of sinking high school. In most cases, they are Bs and Cs, with a
plus or minus here or there. I have a class C measly for planning, although we have never missed a deadline since I was editor. And I think the nuns are hard. Even knowing that most average boss C+ points did not help. As the editor of a magazine devoted to intelligent and enlightened leadership, I
would never want to be merely average. My highest score? The team gave me an A- with three questions: Does your workplace get rid of abusive and demeaning behavior?, does your boss love him?, does your boss love him? Not? and How do you understand how your company makes money? Thank
God for that. Much more useful than the overall class, though, was a short training session I had with Povec (obviously, there's an extra charge for that). He urged me to share my results with colleagues and publicly vowed to improve. Thank them for their high scores and votes of trust, Mr. Povec advised.
Once people feel you are being authentic and genuine, you should apologize for let them down on your weaker score. I'll do it and more and have started to address some of the weaker points. The whole process reaffirmed my belief that I needed to work harder in communicating with my team. Best of all,
this self-examination finally helped me see the value of the report card. The Boss's Report Card Skills Grades Generates Trust B- Invents the Future B Articulates Strategies B- Maintains Awareness C+ Realizes Results B- Creates Wisdom C+ Acknowledges Freely B Credit: Alexandra Grablewski A red
and green Christmas? Not this year! Deck your hall and walls with candy colored crafts that are simple enough for kids to make. Credit: Aimee Herring Old-school socks: Dress kneesocks in primary colors with a homemade card. Advertising Credit: Aimee Herring All you need is chenille trunk, nuts and
feel. What you'll NeedOne's whole chenille trunk and half small stems and large small wooden side jingle bell jingle Felt Glue gun and hotmelt sticky Pull Ribbon Make ItHat: Cut a 1-1/2-inch diameter semicircular feel. Wrap the surrounding semicircular shape from one point to another to form a cone,
leaving a small hole in the head; hot glue to ensure safety. Scarf: Cut a 1/2-x-4-inch piece of feel; the edge ends with scissors. Cut a small slit vertically about 1 3/4 inches from one end to the opposite end of the towel to pass through. Body: Bend a chenille trunk in half and, in the following order, thread
material on the curved point to about halfway down the trunk: large seeds for the body, face seeds, felt caps, small jingle bells. Leave about 3/4 inch on the jingle bell and form the trunk into a loop. Then start from the opposite end: Thread 4 small particles onto each leg and bend the head to form the foot.
Use half the chenille trunk to make the arm by focusing and twisting around the neck area of the elf. Thread 4 small particles onto each arm and bend the heads to form hands. Wrap the towel around the chimpanzee's neck, then strip the fiber ribbon through the top loop and hang. Credit: Aimee Herring
Christmas cookie cutter makes the perfect template for a cute holiday model. For easy instructions and templates, keep clicking. Advertisement Painter Fabric Drop Fabric String Pencil Scissors Tulip puffy dimensional fabric paint (available craftsetc.com) Holiday cookie cutters Fabric or acrylic paint
Sponge brush Decorative trim Glue gun and hotmelt adhesive Red rickrack Make ItFold the drop cloth cloth The district. Tie a 24-inch piece of string to the bottom of a pencil, then hold the end of the chain at a folding angle and, on the other hand, stretch the pencil and draw an loop from left to right.
Repeat with part of the 4-inch string. Cut along both rings, through all four layers of fabric, to create a 48-inch circle with an 8-inch center hole; open. Create a slit for the skirt wrapped around the tree by cutting a straight line from the edge to the center circle. Track the holiday cookie cutter onto the tree
skirt, sketch with puffy paint, then use a foam brush to fill with acrylic paint or matching fabric. Hot-glue red rickrack trim to the edge of the skirt. Credit: Aimee Herring A little paint brings a wreath of front doors of acorns, pinecones, twigs, and berries to life. What you will NeedPinecones Leaves Nuts and
other natural objects Ceramcoat acrylic painted in different colors (deltacreative.com) Gun glue and hotmelt sticky Grapevine white wreath spray paintbrush duct tape 4-inch ribbon Make ItPaint 30-40 acorns and nuts of different colors; to dry. Meanwhile, the glue objects heat to the wreath; spray paint
white. When dry, hot glue seeds colorful to wreath, as shown. Tie the ribbon on the wreath to hang. Advertising credit: Aimee Herring Squeeze paints inside clear orn decorations for a swirly effect. What you will NeedClear glass or plastic ball or orthoothooseCeramcoat acrylic paint bottles squeezed in
different colors (deltacreative.com)Paper towelsMake HooksMake ItRemove head decorated and set aside. Squeeze a few drops of paint generously inside the ortho decoration, and let it run down; repeat to create four or five stripes. Cover the top part of the orthong with a piece of paper towel, then hold it
horizontally for about 30 seconds or until the excess paint runs to cover the decorations further. Choose an additional paint color and repeat this process to create stripes on non-painted areas. When the ornator is completely covered, turn it upside down on a paper towel or trash can and let the excess
paint drip out (this will speed up the drying time). Replace the decorative head, then attach the hood. Credit: Aimee Herring Every day, your child can pull out a small sweet treat or a small ornance to stick on the tree. For easy instructions and templates, keep clicking. 17-x-17-inch piece green felt pulled
22-x-35-inch piece light blue felt glue gun and hotmelt adhesive Four 2-x-15-inch red strips feel sticky white feel number 26-x-3/8-inch wood dowel The colored type feels Hook Velcro Ribbon Make ItCalendar: Enlarge the tree samples (see below) Fold the green feel in half, then place the flush pattern
against the folded edges. Track and cut through both layers of fabric; open. Hot-acacia trees to the blue light feel, about 3 1/2 inches from the top. Center the red bands felt underneath the tree and the only hot glue edge of each strip to the base. Create 6 bags by gluing the left edge of the strip to feel the
base, then add a vertical line of hot glue every 2 1/2 inches until you reach the right edge. Label 24 bags with the number felt. The base fold feels back to 1 1/2 inches at the top of the calendar; Edge safely with hot glue, and pass the dowel through the channel. Decorations: Cut 24 holiday symbols from
the types of colors felt (make sure each ortho decoration is no more than 1 1/2 inches wide). Adhere to a small piece of Velcro hook to the back of each ortho decoration; put one in each bag. Tie the ribbon to each end of the dowel to hang. Ad Credit: Cute Aimee Herring Snow! These soft puppets are
made from manually scraps, backup buttons and socks. What you will NeedTwo white tube socks Needle Thread Polyester fiber filling Ribbon or cloth scrap glue gun and hotmelt stick small button Pom-poms Black and red feel black or gray baby socks pull Make ItCut off the tendon end of both pipe
socks. Fill a socks about 3/4 full with the filling fiber, then insert the second socks up through the middle filling. Hand stitches a few stitches in the legs to keep the socks inside in place. Tie a piece of cloth or piece of ribbon around the neck like a scarf (make it tight enough to create a neck, but loose
enough for a child's hand to fit inside the socks). Use buttons, scrap fabrics, feel, and pom-poms for the features of snowman; secure attachment with hot glue or hand sewing. Cut a small baby sock in half and roll up the finish a little to create a hat; glue heats up on socks. To continue stuffing inside the
puppet, hot glue or sewing hands two socks together around the base, leaving a hole in the middle for a child's hand to fit through. Credit: Aimee Herring Raid your craft drawer to decorate the tree: Make a variety of snowflakes from popsicle buttons and sticks, and jazz up feel birds with sparkling sequins.
For easy instructions and templates, keep clicking. Advertising Snowflakes What You'll NeedPopsicle Sticks Button Craft Glue Thread Pull Make ItGlue three Popsicle sticks together in an angst shape and leave to dry. Glue buttons along each bar, as shown. (Be sure to position a larger node at the end of
a stick so that the node holes are not blocked.) Push thin fibers through large button holes to hang. Feel Birds What You'll NeedFelt Pull Craft Glue Sequins Spring Clothespin Make ItTrace birds and patterned wings into feel and cut out. Glue the wings to the body and decorate with sequins. Attach a
clothes clip to the back with glue. Credit: Aimee Herring Links colorful chenille trunks together for a wreath that goes on and on and on... Credit: Alison Miksch Encase photos, cunning creatures, or holiday jewelry inside a plastic cup to make a convenient tree decoration. What you will need 5-ounce tack
plastic cup or small grain chain decorative battery colored stock card Pencil edge decoration small scissors White Glue Opaque Opaque Glitter 2 thin orange chenille trunk 3 black chenille stems 1 white chenille stem Black and white feel 1/8-inch and 1/4-inch hole punching strong hand craft white paper
scissors red paper shrapnel piece white clay 1 silver chenille to make ItGlobeMake a small hole in the bottom of the plastic cup using a tack or battery. Insert one end of the decorative chain through the holes, and thread the small grain into the chain inside the cup. Bring the decorative chain back through
the hole and tie the ends together to form an upside-down cup loop on the card stock, trace around it with a pencil, and then cut 1/4 inch outside the line with decorative edge scissors. Use a small brush to fill the middle of the card stock with white glue, and sprinkle with opaque white sparkles. Set aside to
dry. PenguinsFold a 6-inch piece of orange chenille trunk in half. Form the body by creating a loose spiral around the orange chenille trunk with a black chenille trunk. Loop the two heads of the orange chenille trunk to form the paws. Tuck a 1/2-inch piece of white chenille trunk into the head and under the
open of the black chenille body. Fold the orange stem head down to form the beak. Use punching holes to make the eyes from black and white feel and glue on. To finish: Once the glitter is completely dry, the penguin is safe to base with strong hand-crafted glue. Press signs (glue pieces of paper to
toothpicks) into the white clay and stand it next to the penguin. Add the glue manually around the rim of the cup and glue to the card stock. Hold in place until the glue is placed. Paste a piece of silver chenille trunk at the junction of plastic cups and card stocks. Ad Credit: Alison Miksch Takes your photos
out of the frame and creates a smart holiday decoration. What you will need12- or 14-inch foam wreath form color card stock 3-inch circle pattern Pencil Scissors Adhesive decorative edge pull 4-x-6-inch black and white image Craft glue Ribbon Jingle bell 2 T-pins Make ItUse circle pattern to cut circles
from card stocks; cut the face from the black and white photo into slightly smaller circles. Use a glue bar to attach photo cutouts to card stocks, then cut card stocks with edge decorative scissors. Paste the photo onto the surface of the porous wreath form with overlapping edges. Thread the ribbon through
jingle bells and tie bows. Paste the bell in between the photos as desired. Attach a ribbon ring to the back of the wreath with T-pins and hang. Credit: Alison Miksch Your kids will love seeing their personal sugar cookies hanging from trees. Heat oven to 350 degrees F. On a clean surface, gnead 3/4 cups
of all-purpose flour into 1 tube (19 ounces) of cold cookie sugar powder until combined. Roll out the dough to a 1/4-inch thickness. Cut wreaths and star shapes using cookie cuter. Place 2 inches apart on the cookie sheets. Using a straw, poke holes at the top of cookies; for 15 to 20 minutes. Collect
Dough and repeat to make more cookies. Let it cool for 3 minutes. Switch to a wire rack and let it cool completely. In an over-low power mixer, beat together 1 box (16 ounces) of candies' sugar, 2 tablespoons of egg white powder, and 5 tablespoons of water. Increase the speed and beat 5 minutes. Divide
into 4 bowls. Cover and set aside a bowl. With the remaining icing divided, the color is part aqua-blue, a red, and a green-yellow shade using icing colors. Transfer a third of each colored and white icing to the pastry bag equipped with #3 written lyrics. With the remaining freezing, sprinkle in a few drops of
water to thin out. Frosted wreaths with thin icing blue water and stars with thin white icing. Using packing icing, name the pipe into the lower half of the wreath and pipe berries with the leaves on the upper half; pipe names and color dots on the stars. Leave to dry completely before hanging. Makes about 2
dozen. Ad Credit: Alison Miksch Treats Your Child to Delicious Gingerbread Snacks. Heat the oven to 325 degrees Fahrenheit. Combine 3/4 cup of hot water and 1/4 cup of butter in a large bowl. Stir until the butter melts. Add 1/2 cup of powdered milk, 1 teaspoon of salt, and 1 large egg, beat. Stir in 2
cups of whole wheat flour, 1 cup of oats quickly, and 1/4 cup of wheat germ. Mix until the dough forms. Top a dough surface to form a hard dough. Roll the dough out to a thickness of 1/2 inch and cut out the dog bone shape using a cookie cutter. Place on a baking sheet and bake for 50 minutes. Let it
cool completely. Store in sealed containers. Makes about 2 1/2 dozen. Credit: Alison Miksch Add a little sophistication to your table with nape stamped. Credit: Alison Miksch Makes a Tree by tacking 25 decorative envelopes into a corkboard-a-month filled surprise! Watch ads and learn how to make cute
and colorful crafts with your kids this holiday. Credit: Alexandra Grablewski Create a small door just for Santa's little helper (hello, Elf on the shelf!). Cover a 14 x 26 inch cardboard piece with red wrapping paper; safe with bandages in the back. For the wreath, cut a small ring of 4 tones and tightly wrap the
green tube cleaner around it. Thread a narrow yellow ribbon through one of the cleaner pipe rings and tie a bow. Attach the wreath to the door with glue. For the door handle, glue a small plastic cap to the cork, then glue it to the door. Cut the door mats from wipes or kitchen towels. Credit: Alexandra
Grablewski our simple candy container makes for a fun center. Cover the cutting edge of an empty soup box with electric tape (adult only). Wrap the box with solid red paper, attach glue. Glue on paper surfaces, arms, boots, belts and hats. Glue on cotton balls to make gloves, beard, rims and pom-pom.
Draw faces with points marks. Fill can with dumplings. Advertising credit: Aaron Dyer Little ones will love making this classic inspired orntho carol El Burrito de Belén, and you will appreciate the reason for putting the song into replay.1. Paint the inside of a small light blue gift box; to dry.2. Cut a felt green
band; glue it to the inner bottom edge for grass. Glue two shrub shapes to the inner back wall.3. Cut a small star from yellow paper; paste it into the corner of the sky.4. Print samples parentslatina.com/burrito, track up the gray cardstock, and cut out.5. Fold the body, glue on the head, and add the pink and
gray feel, for a blanket.6. Draw faces on donkeys; legs trick glue into the grass.7. Paste the thin ribbon around the outer edge of the box to hang. Hang.
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